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About This Game

Escape the Mazes is a puzzle game where the player need to find the exit of differents mazes! Do you think you can find your
way to escape the mazes?

Features:
- 25 handcrafted mazes.

- 1 bonus level : “The Impossible Maze”.
- More then 10 hours of gameplay.

- Great soundtrack with over 25 songs.
- Steam cards and achievements.

About the bonus level:
If you beat the 25 mazes, you will unlock “The Impossible Maze”. Try to beat this hardcore maze to earn a really rare Steam

achievement and to enter the hall of fame of the game.
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This game seems simple at first glance, by its mechanism and graphics inspired by the NES, but quickly I realized that the levels
are not obvious and that the game is more complex than I thought. The last mazes are really difficult.

In short, it's a mazes game, from easy to really difficult ones. If you like this type of games like me, you'll love it!. This is an ok
game for what it is. You have to escape the mazes by finding the correct way out nothing more to say then that. so if your
interested buy it. otherwise find something else.
. It's an aMazing game.. Game was fun. A little short but worth the price. The last level took me (probably) a good hour to
solve.. A nice relaxing stroll through mazes. Beginning levels start off easy. Later levels are really only hard because you can't
see the whole maze layout, so it's hard to map out any real path. Have to keep track of where you've scouted out on.. I will
update this review.
First 15 Minutes: You can get to Level 11 of 25 total in that Time.
Level 10 is the first one that took me some time.

Observations: Start is Top, Exit at the Bottom. I find that boring.

A Timer with Online-Scores would habe been great.

It is played with the arrow keys and works ok
Music can be turned off for the Level by clicking on the speaker top left.

To get to the last Level took me 90 Minutes. I played quite relaxed so I guess the max. you need is 2h.

All Levels seem to be the same size except Level 25 which is narrower.

I will try the last Level (Bonus Level) now.

So the game time is quite short but fun. If you are allright with it, buy this game.

A second part would be great - maybe with
- A Level Editor
- Stopwatch \/ List of Times you needed to beat the maze
- You can find colored keys that match colored doors so you need to get a key\/keycard first

I know there are a lot of games like this they are more complex

but there is another reason:

I will buy this game also for my dad. He is old so he needs some brain workout and ganz handle complex games so this is just
right for him. A good casual game with fun and challenging mazes! For less then 2 bucks, you cant go wrong with it. And I like
the emoticons and the backgrounds! :). I have been looking for a long time for a good maze game. This one is very good. It is
simply a series of mazes that you try to beat one by one, as the game description claims. I still haven't finished more than 10
levels, but it looks like all the mazes are of the rectangular form. Maybe different types of mazes in a sequal ;)
While the first few maze are very easy, the levels are getting slightly more difficult and complex gradually. I can see that the late
levels will be extremely challenging!
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What can I say? Sometimes the simplest games are the most addictive,,,. A crude JRPG Dungeon ripoff without its NPCs,
equipments nor encounters.

Dull, boring and lack of innovative in an escape labryinth puzzle.
Start top center, ends bottom center.
Stuttering and occasional lag at certain parts of maze.
Collision with walls edges are coarse.

Awkward background musics and
exit stage effect, of what see,s like a sorcerer.
Easily switched off after 'every' stage as sound gets turned on again,
till I decided to turn Windows Sound off for the particular game.

Game Category - Junk.. Fun game, simple idea, simple graphics. The music changes on each level. If you like mazes you will
enjoy this game. There is no fighting, no conflict, just a challange to your memory and sense of virtual directions. The mazes
become progressively larger and more complex. At level eight, I am averaging a minute per maze, I am looking forward to the
"Impossible Maze".

The developer definately has a sense of humour.

Well worth a few dollars.

Yayyyhaaa!. This game is very overprices, good that i got a 50% coupon atleast. The price should be around 0,99 euro or usd.
The game has bugs, it's not perfect, and only proveded me like a hour of gameplay, which is just trial and error. It gets
repetetive and boring really fast. If you don't worry about your money, then sure, buy it.. The mazes are pretty good. Like the
way it was made, reminded me of old Zelda games kinda.
Took me 2.1hrs to complete all mazes including the bonus maze.

I like that you can't see all of the maze as I am always able to look over the entire maze and figure them out first. Fun for the
price.
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